
SUNDAY LEAGUE 

___________________ 

Shoulder of Mutton win at last 
Tailenders Shoulder of Mutton chalked up their first win of the season in DIVISION ONE when Godrek 

Yamoah and Dan Ferguson ensured a 2-0 success in the “Fernheath derby” against West Howe whose Liam 

Whittle saw red. 

   

Hundred per cent Abbey hold top spot on goal difference after Mickey Finch, Mickey Hubbard, and Josh 

Buck accounted for Bournemouth Manor 3-0. 

East Christchurch SSC remain level on points with the leaders, who have six games in hands, after burying 

Wiseguys under an avalanche of second half goals .     The visitor did well to hold out until half time after 

being reduced to ten men through injury after just ten minutes.   They were further depleted at the start of 

the second half and Darren Orchard broke the deadlock with a 46th minute strike, opening the flood gates 

for Dan Hancock, substitute Brady Boontam, Andrei Munteanu, Dan Whitehouse, Dave Midgley, and a 

couple of goals from Alex Whitehouse in their 8-0 triumph. 

       

 

FC Hajduk move up to second place in DIVISION TWO with an emphatic 8-0 triumph over NMO.    Adam 

Baxter and substitute Lewis Sainval nabbed two each with Jack Myers, Lewis Chambers, and substitutes 

Mitch Cannings and Ryan Leonard also on target. 

 



Ryan is Burton’s seven goal star 
Ryan Attree plundered seven in third placed AFC Burton’s 8-1 trouncing of Hordle Spurs in DIVISION FOUR.    

Nathan McAuliffe was the other Burton marksman as they recorded their eighth successive league win 

while Shaun Waterman provided some consolation for Spurs. 

 

Substitute Ryan Scadding’s hat-trick proved decisive when M.A. Hart Nicholas Read Cup winners Parkstone 

Athletic got the better of beaten finalists New Milton Borough 6-3 in DIVISION SIX.    Dan Haynes and 

substitutes Jake Firth and Billy Joyce added one each for Parkstone who completed their campaign in the 

runners up spot while fourth placed Borough replied through Callum Read and a couple of goals from 

Charlie King.  

 

Celtic A clinch Division Seven title 
Muscliff Dynamos netted through substitute Spencer Lummis and a couple of goals from Ben Mead, one of 

which was a penalty but Boscombe Celtic A shaded it 4-3 to clinch the DIVISION SEVEN title.    Celtic’s goals 

came via Adam Clarke, Zak Long, Billy Gates, and Jamie Reeks who later saw red after receiving a second 

yellow card. 

In the other Division Seven game Longfleet nip past Branksome Liberal into fourth place after upending 

them 4-0 thanks to Alfie Allard’s brace and further goals from James Horvath and Jermaine Modest. 

 


